The Universal Intelligence Network: Think Net––because a thought can change the world
Important announcement: I have begun something important with a very specific focus.
Those of you with scientific and creative skills may wish to join me. Please read the
"UIN: Think Net" mission statement below to assess the value of this proposition:
The Universal Intelligence Network is an organization founded by Rich Norman and
Anja Jaenicke for the purpose of collecting iconoclastic intellectual talent under the
banner of cooperative endeavor, in an attempt to solve the pressing problems of our age.
"In this world built up from every right handed error, perhaps the truth is what's left?"
Superior ability is worth little unless it is applied to specific problems. This is not an IQ
group, or a social group, but a think tank: Think Net. You are welcome if you have a
creative intellect with a working knowledge of neuroscience, physics, psychology,
chemistry, mathematics, medicine, biology, engineering of any sort, or any other vital
area which could really matter. It is my intention to find original solutions to difficult
and vital problems, and then, give the information away to benefit all. We can make a
difference:
"Think Net––because a thought can change the world."
It is my intention to collect and/or generate complete research proposals and then submit
them for proposed funding to those monetary sources which are appropriate for more
radical submissions, which must sadly, and necessarily, remain outside of the current
governmental channels of allocation. These proposals will benefit from a media
presentation to gain the targeted "altruist's" attention, a prospect which will in no small
part be aided by the administrations of the highly intelligent and talented Anja Jaenicke,
myself, and the Mind magazine staff artists.
What problems are worthy fodder for the most intelligent minds?…the most difficult
problems…the ones that matter! Do not misunderstand me, this is intellectual adventure
and pleasure of the highest order! Can you solve…this? Challenge and pleasure! We
are here to harvest vacuum energy; define nonlocal connectivity and the nonlocal field
interactions via quantum experiment; define the relation between unconscious
functioning, nonlocality and linear probability outcomes; define the relation between
creative, neural and quantum processes; define the precise relation between dynamic
epigenetic encoding of DNA via proposed vortex theory (Meyl), yielding the magnetic
"scalar wave," and the relation to biophotonic (Popp) and other field activity; define
quantum gravity with precision; determine the mechanism by which immune response
allows cancer to develop and how that may be ameliorated; discover and experimentally
demonstrate psychological factors and associated interactive neural circuitry which
influence Parkinson's; find a functional unified field theory which unites quantum aspects
along with relativity; define by quantitative means the state of mental illness and
unconscious mentation, or, any other vital new thing!…in short: we are to think about the

most interesting things on the planet, and with each other's help…solve those problems.
Competition is laughable, for there is no man or woman on this earth who could solve
THESE problems alone! Those who compete will now, as always, be run into the
ground. Competition yields one thing for our race: greed, and its attendant filth, sickness
and degeneration. Observe the state of man…run headlong and nose first into the dirt,
just as he should be. Nothing else is appropriate. Look at history, so filled with blood
and boasting. That is one thing––competition––stupidity itself! Anti-value. This site and
this forum are above that. This is a cooperative forum. Cooperation…this is worthy,
entanglement is the physical basis of time, and all things. Entanglement is power.
Competition, secrecy, nationalism and the closed heart, are why we are in pain, sick and
unworthy of help. Man, as he exists today, does not deserve to flourish. No such man is
welcome here.
"Let us pluck loose a thought from our self-importance, and proclaim aloud, and as a
boast: We."
You are welcome here: https://www.facebook.com/groups/360912304056377/ I have
posted a few topics and theories to get things going. Please check the Files menu on the
site. Please feel free to add your own problems for discussion, and your own theories.
The group is sure to have abilities amongst its members which you as an individual do
not. In this way, difficult problems can be solved, and all will benefit. Once this group is
established, I will create an official membership role for the Universal Intelligence
Network, and move the Think Net think tank to a private password protected site, where
discussions will be held. All admissions must be approved through myself or Anja.
Welcome to Think Net. I encourage you to assist us all in creating something better.
Soon we will find something worthy, another way…our future province—and
awakening. Nothing less than that.
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